We present a symbolic-numeric approach for the analysis of a given set of noisy data, represented as a finite set X of limited precision points. Starting from X and a permitted tolerance ε on its coordinates, our method automatically determines a low degree monic polynomial whose associated variety passes close to each point of X by less than the given tolerance ε.
Introduction
It is a well-known matter that the analysis and modeling of real-world phenomena often relies upon measurements and observations which give rise to sets of data represented as affine sets of points. An algebraic way that exploits the collected data to construct a mathematical model of the observed phenomenon consists in computing the vanishing ideal of the affine set of points, that is the ideal comprising all polynomials which vanish at the given points. The vanishing ideal is classically determined using the Buchberger-Möller (BM) Algorithm [5] , a low complexity method which returns a Gröbner basis of it. Nevertheless, the fact that data and relations from the real world are essentially characterized by a limited accuracy makes this algebraic approach unfeasible in practice. In fact, even small perturbations of the points end up with very different vanishing ideals, which may have completely different bases, since the question whether or not a polynomial vanishes at a given set of points is obviously very sensitive to perturbations. For instance, this is a well-known phenomenon when using Gröbner basis theory ( [17] , [18] ) which turns out to be unsuitable as a numerical tool. Thus, when dealing with realworld phenomena, the sole use of the classical algebraic techniques turns out to be insufficient, and a combination with numerical tools is required.
Motivated by the need of describing real-world processes, the development of a numerical branch within a discrete mathematical discipline already took place in different areas of mathematics, such as Linear Algebra, Differential Equations, Optimization, etc. In the nineties, classical nonlinear algebra began to follow this trend, also thanks to the work of H. J. Stetter, whose book [21] is considered as a stepping stone at the interface of symbolic and numerical computation. This new emerging discipline has been given different names (see also [19] ); in [22] its mathematical content has been clearly described as including the "areas of commutative algebra not over arbitrary fields or rings but over the analytically structured fields of the real or complex numbers", in which the real or complex metric is taken into consideration. Obviously, in the attempt of generalizing the notions of classical Commutative Algebra to the real or complex coefficients, the greatest attention must be paid regarding the new concepts and terminology. In particular, in our case, the classical notion of vanishing ideal turns out to be inadequate for limited precision points, and so it needs to be replaced by an appropriate concept also suitable for numerical computations.
In the literature a notion of vanishing ideal of a set of limited precision points already exists; in [2] , [10] , [13] , [15] , [20] , [23] it is defined in different ways as an ideal containing polynomials whose evaluations at the original points assume small values. Note that, according to this definition, the vanishing ideal of a set of limited precision points is not necessarily zerodimensional; further, maximum relevance is given to the evaluations of the polynomials at the points, while the geometrical distance of the zero-locus of the polynomials from the original points is not taken into consideration. In this paper we follow a different approach: we give more relevance to the distance points-variety and introduce the idea that the vanishing ideal of a set of limited precision points is generated by polynomials of low degree whose affine variety lies close to the original points. Among such polynomials, a crucial role is played by those of minimal degree, which provide an immedi-ate interpretation of the phenomenon encoded by X and a simple geometrical representation of the data points, as shown in the following example. Example 1.1. Let X ⊂ R 2 be a set of points created by perturbing by less than 0.1 the coordinates of 10 points lying on the affine variety g = 0 where g = y 2 − x − 2y + 2: Using standard techniques of Computational Algebra we obtain that the minimal degree of the polynomials vanishing at X is 4; this degree is too high to point out that the set X lies close to a parabola, while g and its zero-locus Z(g), almost crossing each point of X, provide a good numerical representation of the given data set.
This paper, which is the first part of a wider investigation, reports on the problem of computing a polynomial f of low degree whose associated affine variety Z(f ), which is defined as the set of points at which the polynomial f vanishes, almost crosses each element of the data set X. The final aim of our future work is to detect a set of polynomials whose minimal degree is strictly bounded by the minimal degree of the elements of the vanishing ideal of X and such that their zero-set is made up of points each differing from the corresponding point of X by less than the given tolerance. Put differently, we think to the numerical vanishing ideal as a truly zero-dimensional ideal whose exact zeros are small perturbations of the original limited precision points, and so numerically indistinguishable from them. An evident merit of this point of view is that the gain in simplicity due to the lower degree of the polynomials might offset the noise in the data and help to discover simpler laws that rule the phenomenon we aim to describe.
In particular, in this paper we address the following problem: given a finite set X of points and a permitted positive tolerance ε on the coordinates of each point, we look for a polynomial f whose degree is strictly bounded by the minimal degree of the elements of the vanishing ideal I(X) of X and whose affine variety Z(f ) lies close to the points of X by less than ε. We present a new algorithm (the Low-degree Polynomial Algorithm -LPA) that, starting from X and ε, uses some peculiarities of the SOI algorithm [2] and NBM algorithm [10] , both theoretically based on the BM algorithm, to determine a polynomial f of suitable degree. In most cases f also satisfies some simple conditions, derived from Kantorovich theorem [24] , under which the variety Z(f ) is proved to lie close to the points of X by less than ε. In these favourable cases f is a solution of our problem.
More precisely, partly parallelizing the procedures presented in [2] and [10] , we reformulate the addressed problem as the problem of solving an ordered finite sequence {F i = 0} i of nonlinear systems subject to constraints. The first nonlinear system that admits an approximated solution satisfying the constraints allows the direct computation of the polynomial f . In the LPA we solve each nonlinear system F i = 0 using an iterative method which is a modified version of the classical Normal Flow algorithm [24] . Each iteration requires the solution of a linear system whose coefficient matrix is the evaluation of the Jacobian J F i at a suitable point. Since an analytic expression of F i as well as of J F i is computationally very hard to obtain, the evaluation of J F i is performed using a new method that does not require the explicit knowledge of F i . Due to the technicalities of this method, its details are separately illustrated inside the Appendix. Moreover, since the evaluation of the Jacobian J F i often turns out to be an ill-conditioned matrix, the corresponding linear system is solved using a method based on the Rank Revealing decomposition [14] . This paper is organized as follows. In order to be self-consistent and to fix notations, in Section 2 we introduce some basic concepts of Computational Commutative Algebra and Numerical Analysis. In Section 3 we introduce the modified version of the Normal Flow Algorithm to find an approximated solution of an underdetermined nonlinear system subject to constraints, paying particular attention to the ill-conditioned case. Section 4 presents the main results of the paper: the Low-degree Polynomial Algorithm, which performs the main steps of the method described above, and Theorem 4.3, which proves that, under certain hypotheses, the output of the LPA is a solution of our theoretical problem. In Section 5 we give numerical examples illustrating the functioning of the LPA. Finally, 6 contains the basic result for the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix associated with our nonlinear function, without passing through the explicit expression of it.
Preliminary definitions and results
We recall some basic notation about matrices. Let m, n ≥ 1 be integers and Mat m×n (R) be the set of m × n matrices with entries in R; if m = n we simply write Mat n (R). Let A ∈ Mat m×n (R); we denote by A p the p-norm of A, p = 1, 2, ∞.
We divide the rest of this section into three subsections: the first one contains some preliminary definitions about the polynomial ring R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and the notion of empirical points; the second one reports some basic results on the numerical rank of a matrix; the third one describes a classical numerical approach to solve underdetermined nonlinear systems.
Preliminary definitions
We recall some concepts related to the polynomial ring P = R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] ( [16] , [17] ).
Definition 2.1. Let X = {p 1 , . . . , p s } be a non-empty finite set of points of R n , f be a polynomial and G = {g 1 , . . . , g k } be a non-empty finite set of polynomials.
is the affine variety associated with f .
3. The R-linear map eval X : P → R s defined by eval X (f ) = (f (p 1 ), . . . , f (p s )) is called the evaluation map associated with X. For brevity, we write f (X) to mean eval X (f ).
4. The evaluation matrix of G associated with X, denoted by M G (X) ∈ Mat s×k (R), is defined as having entry (i, j) equal to g j (p i ), i.e. whose columns are the images of the polynomials g j under the evaluation map.
n , β i ∈ N, be a power product and O be a set of power products; we denote by
We formalize the idea of perturbed point by introducing a simplified version of the notions of empirical point, admissible perturbation and almost vanishing polynomials (see [1] , [2] , [10] , [21] ). To this aim we recall that given a real value η 1 and a real function w(x) we say that
k is bounded near the origin.
Definition 2.2. Let p, q ∈ R n be points and ε > 0.
1. The pair (p, ε) = p ε is called an empirical point: p is the specified value and ε is the tolerance of p ε .
2. The ε-neighborhood of p ε is defined as N (p ε ) = { p ∈ R n : p − p ∞ ≤ ε} and contains all the admissible perturbations of p ε .
Two empirical points
. . , p ε s } be a set of empirical points with uniform tolerance ε and with
, where g is the 2-norm of its coefficient vector.
The numerical rank
In this section we recall the definition of the numerical rank of a matrix A ∈ Mat s×t (R), and some basic results related to this topic ( [11] , [14] ). In the case s ≥ t such results will allow us to detect a partitioning of the columns of A (if s < t the partitioning involves the rows of A) into two submatrices A 1 and A 2 (A 2 eventually the empty matrix) such that A 1 is well-conditioned and A 2 consists of columns (or rows) which are "almost" depending on the columns (or rows) of A 1 .
Let A ∈ Mat s×t (R); we denote by rank(A) the rank of A, by σ i (A) the i-th singular value of A, by A † the pseudoinverse of A and by K 2 (A) = A 2 A −1 2 = σ 1 (A)/σ min{s,t} (A) the 2-norm condition number of A. We denote by 0 the vector or the matrix whose elements are equal to 0 and whose dimension is deducible from the context. Given k > 1 and a small threshold δ we say that A has numerical (δ, k)-rank r if there exists a well-determined gap between σ r (A) and σ r+1 (A) and if both δ and kδ lie in this gap. This concept can be formalized as follows.
Definition 2.4. Let r ≤ min{s, t} and A ∈ Mat s×t (R); let δ > 0 and k > 1. The numerical (δ, k)-rank of A, denoted by rank δ,k (A), is equal to r iff
The singular values of A might not clearly split into small and large subsets making the determination of the numerical rank somewhat arbitrary. This leads to more complicated methods for estimating rank δ,k (A) which involve the LS problem [11] . In the following of the paper we assume that either the matrix A has full numerical rank or there exists a well-determined gap between σ r (A) and σ r+1 (A).
Remark 2.5. If A ∈ Mat s×t (R) is a full numerical (δ, k)-rank matrix then it is well-conditioned, that is its condition number cannot be too elevated, as
. On the contrary, if rank δ,k (A) = r < min{s, t} then the matrix is ill-conditioned, that is its condition number is elevated, since
The numerical (δ, k)-rank of A points out that there are no matrices with exact rank less than rank δ,k (A) which differ from A by less than δ, as the following proposition shows.
Then the set A δ = {M ∈ Mat s×t (R) : M − A 2 < δ} contains at least one matrix of rank r but no matrix of rank strictly less than r.
Proof. From rank δ,k (A) = r it follows that σ r (A) > δ > σ r+1 (A); further, from the Eckart-Young theorem [11] for each j = 1 . . . min{s, t} we have σ j (A) = min{ A − B 2 : rank(B) = j − 1}. Let C ∈ Mat s×t (R) be s.t. rank(C) = r and A − C 2 = min{ A − B 2 : rank(B) = r}; since σ r+1 (A) < δ then C ∈ A δ . Further, since for each j ≤ r we have σ j (A) > δ; it follows that A δ contains no matrix of rank strictly less than r.
The numerical rank of A is preserved under small perturbations, since the following result about the sensitivity of the singular values holds.
We end this section with Theorem 2.8 [14] which has important consequences when applied to the case r = rank δ,k (A).
Theorem 2.8. Let r ≤ t ≤ s and A ∈ Mat s×t (R). There exists a permutation matrix Π ∈ Mat t (R) such that
where
and R 22 ∈ Mat t−r (R) are upper triangular, and
where q(t, r) = r(t − r) + min(r, t − r).
Proof. See [14] , Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.8, when applied to the case r = rank δ,k (A), states the existence of a set of r strongly independent columns of A or, equivalently, of a well-conditioned submatrix A 1 ∈ Mat s×r (R) of A. In particular, it proves that there exist a permutation matrix Π and a partitioning of AΠ = (A 1 | A 2 ) where A 1 = Q 1 R 11 ∈ Mat s×r (R) and A 2 = Q 1 R 12 + Q 2 R 22 ∈ Mat s×t−r (R), which has the following interesting numerical properties. If the gap between σ r (A) and σ r+1 (A) is large enough, that is if σ r (A) σ r+1 (A), then A 1 is a submatrix of A consisting of the maximum number of strongly independent columns w.r.t. the threshold δ. In fact, from σ r (A 1 ) = σ r (R 11 ) > σr(A) q(t,r) > 0, we have that A 1 has full rank, and from
we have that each column of the matrix A 2 can be expressed as the sum of a linear combination of the columns of A 1 and a vector whose 2-norm is less than q(t, r)σ r+1 (A). Furthermore, though A is ill-conditioned (see Remark 2.5), A 1 is well-conditioned, since
Underdetermined nonlinear systems
with m < n, be a differentiable nonlinear function, J F (x) be the Jacobian matrix of F at x and let F = 0 be the underdetermined nonlinear system to solve. In this subsection we recall the Normal Flow Algorithm, a classical iterative method for approximating a solution of F = 0 (see [24] and the references given there).
be a differentiable nonlinear function, ω 1 be a fixed threshold, andx ∈ D be the initial point. Consider the following sequence of steps.
• Letx =x + h. Returnx and stop.
At each iteration the minimal 2-norm solution of the underdetermined linear system J F (x)h = −F (x) can be either computed using J † F (x) or, more efficiently, performing a QR decomposition of J F (x) (see [9] ).
The next classical result (see [24] ) is a local convergence theorem for the NFA that also provides sufficient conditions for the existence of a local solution of F = 0. ∈ Ω, η > 0 and Ω η = {x ∈ Ω : y − x 2 < η ⇒ y ∈ Ω}; suppose that
Then there exists β > 0 satisfying τ = γµ 1+p β p 1+p < 1 and µβ 1−τ < η such that if x 0 ∈ Ω η and F (x 0 ) 2 < β then the iterates {x k } k=0,1,... determined by the NFA are well defined and converge to a point x * ∈ Ω such that F (x * ) = 0.
Proof. See [24] , Theorem 2.1.
Underdetermined and ill-conditioned nonlinear systems
As reported in the Introduction, we reformulate the problem addressed in this paper as the problem of solving an ordered finite sequence of underdetermined nonlinear systems subject to constraints which, in general, turn out to be illconditioned; in this section we present a method for solving such kind of nonlinear systems. Let D ⊆ R n be a set containing the origin, let F : D → R m be a nonlinear function of class C 2 (D), and let Q ε = {x ∈ R n : x ∞ ≤ ε}; our aim is to compute a solution of the underdetermined nonlinear system F = 0 subject to x ∈ Q ε ∩ D. As reported in Section 2.3 a classical method for finding an approximated solution of F = 0 is given by the NFA, which returns successively better approximations of a zero of the system F = 0 by computing at each step the minimal 2-norm solution of J F (x)h = −F (x), wherex is a suitable point of R n . Obviously, when the nonlinear system F = 0 is ill-conditioned, that is when the condition number of the Jacobian matrix J F of F evaluated in the constrained region is too elevated, the NFA could end up with unreliable solutions. In order to overcome the numerical instabilities in the computations and avoid the unreliable solutions which can occur in the ill-conditioned case, we present an alternative method that firstly replaces F with a new suitable function F slightly differing from F in the constrained region, that is such that F (x) − F (x) 2 is small on Q ε ∩ D, and well-conditioned at the origin (and also in a neighbourough of it). If this latter condition is not met, that is if the Jacobian matrix J F (0) is illconditioned, we prove under a simple additional hypothesis that the original system F = 0 subject to constraints has no solution (see Theorem 3.3). Successively our method applies a a modified version of the NFA to the system F = 0; the iterations of this modified version are stopped either when the computed deplacement is small enough, as in the classical version, or when the current iteration goes out of the region where J F is well-conditioned. At the end this new algorithm returns either the current iteratex if the given constraints are satisfied, or a warning message. This method, that we present as the Root Finding Algorithm (see Algorithm 3.2), turns out to be backward stable [8] by construction, since it tries to solve, instead of the original constrained system, the nearby problem F = 0 with the same constraints.
In order to define the new function F : D → R m , we use the numerical rank of the matrix (J F (0) | F (0)) as follows. Given a threshold δ ≥ ε of the same order of magnitude as ε and an integer k > 1, we detect the numerical (δ, k)-rank of the matrix (J F (0) | F (0)) t by means of the SVD decomposition. Let Π be the permutation matrix whose existence is stated in Theorem 2.8 with r = rank δ,k (J F (0) | F (0)) t , which satisfies
is "close" to the function F , as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let ∆ ⊆ Q ε ∩ D be a closed convex set containing the origin and let F be the function defined by (3.2); for each x ∈ ∆ we have
Moreover, if there exists x * ∈ ∆ such that F (x * ) = 0, then
Proof. W.l.o.g. in (3.1) we may assume Π equals to the identity matrix; using (3.1) and an obvious partitioning of Q = (Q 1 | Q 2 ) the matrix (J F (0)|F (0)) can be rewritten as
We consider the Taylor expansion of d(x) at the origin; since d ∈ C 2 (∆) and ∆ ⊆ Q ε ∩ D is a closed and convex set, we have
, for each x ∈ ∆. Since x 2 ≤ √ nε and δ ≥ ε we have
From d(0)) 2 ≤ q(m, r)δ the first inequality follows. Now, let x * ∈ ∆ such that F (x * ) = 0; evaluating the previous Taylor
, and so
and this concludes the proof.
From Theorem 3.1, the partition given in (3.1) can be used in the Root Finding Algorithm to derive the new function F .
Since, by construction, the last m − r equations of the nonlinear system F = 0 linearly depend on the first r equations, in order to approximate the solution of F = 0 we only have to consider the nonlinear system
and so (J F 1 (0) | F 1 (0)) is well-conditioned if the r-th singular value of the matrix (J F (0) | F (0)) is large enough. Nevertheless this fact does not guarantee that the matrix J F 1 (0) is well conditioned too. For this reason, the Root Finding Algorithm, after the construction the function F 1 , checks whether the numerical rank of
is ill-conditioned (see Remark 2.5) and, in order to avoid numerical instabilities in the computations, no iterations are performed. Otherwise, that is if rank δ,k (J F 1 (0)) = r the matrix J F 1 (0) is well-conditioned; in this case, starting from the zero vector, the Root Finding Algorithm processes the system F 1 = 0 by mean the NFA with an additional check, at each step, on the conditioning of the Jacobian matrix, in order to deal with well conditioned linear systems. When the loop stops, the algorithm returns the final iterate if it satisfies the constraints or, otherwise, a warning message.
Algorithm 3.2. (The Root Finding Algorithm -RFA)
Let D ⊆ R n be a set containing the origin and F : D → R m with m < n be a nonlinear function of class C 2 (D); let ω 1 be a fixed threshold, ε > 0 and Q ε = {x ∈ R n : x ∞ ≤ ε}; let δ ≥ ε of the same order of magnitude as ε and k > 1. Consider the following sequence of steps.
RF1
Compute the numerical (δ, k)-rank of (J F (0)|F (0)) t and a permutation matrix Π ∈ Mat m (R) as given by Theorem 2.8 w.r.t. the numerical rankr = rank δ,k ((
• Compute the minimal 2-norm solution h of J F 1 (x)h = −F 1 (x).
• Letx =x + h.
RF3 Ifx ∈ Q ε ∩ D returnx; otherwise returnx =NULL.
Step RF1 requires the determination of the permutation matrix Π; the existence of Π is guaranteed by Theorem 2.8, its computation can be performed using a Rank-Revealing QR Factorization [14] . We refer to [3] , [4] for a detailed description of algorithms for computing such a decomposition.
Note that, if J F 1 (0) is well-conditioned then there exists a closed neighbourough ∆ 0 of the origin contained in Q ε ∩ D such that J F 1 (x) is wellconditioned for each x ∈ ∆ 0 . In fact, since F 1 ∈ C 2 (D), then J F 1 (x) is a Lipschitz function (with constant γ) on ∆ 0 and so, from Proposition 2.7, for each x ∈ ∆ 0 we have that |σ r (J
is small enough, that is if x belongs to a suitable neighbourough ∆ 0 of the origin, then J F 1 (x) has full numerical (δ, k)-rank on ∆ 0 and so the RFA executes some iterations at step RF2 for approximating the solution of
We analyze the output of the RFA; if the outputx = NULL then the peculiarities ofx give us different information on the underdetermined nonlinear system F = 0. Ifx = 0 is returned, then two possible cases can occur: either a single iteration or no iteration of the loop of step RF2 has been performed. In the former case h is the zero vector: it means that F 1 (x) = 0 and so F (x) = 0, that is the exact solution of F = 0 has been found. From Theorem 3.1 it follows that F (x) 2 = F (x) − F (x) 2 < q(m, r)δ. In the latter case no iteration has been executed since rank δ,k (J F 1 (0)) < r, though rank δ,k (J F (0) | F (0)) = r; in this situation h = (1 . . . 1) t and, if some simple hypotheses on a closed convex set ∆ ⊆ Q ε ∩ D are satisfied, Theorem 3.3 shows that there are no solutions of F = 0 in ∆. Theorem 3.3. Let ∆ ⊆ Q ε ∩ D be a closed convex set containing the origin and let γ be the Lipschitz constant of J F 1 on ∆. Suppose that the matrix (J F 1 (0) | F 1 (0)) has full numerical (δ, k)-rank r with k > 1 + ( √ n + nγ)δ. If rank δ,k (J F 1 (0)) < r then there are no solutions of F = 0 in ∆.
Proof. Note that, since F ∈ C 2 (∆) and ∆ is a closed convex set, J F is a Lipschitz function on ∆. Let r 1 = rank δ,k (J F 1 (0)) and A ∈ Mat r×n (R) be such that rank(A) = r 1 and J F 1 (0) − A 2 < δ: the existence of such a matrix A follows from Lemma 2.6. Since A has exact rank r 1 there exist a permutation matrix Π ∈ Mat r (R) and a matrix W ∈ Mat (r−r 1 )×r 1 (R) such that
We can express the matrix ΠJ F 1 (0) as follows
Suppose for a contradiction that there exists x * ∈ ∆ such that F (x * ) = 0, and so F 1 (x * ) = 0. From Taylor's theorem applied to F 1 (x) we know that there exists a point z on the line connecting 0 to x * , such that 0 = F 1 (x * ) = F 1 (0) + J F 1 (z)x * , and so
Using an obvious partitioning (F 11 , F 12 ) t and (E 12 , E 22 ) t of the matrices ΠF 1 (0) and Π(J F 1 (z) − J F 1 (0)) we obtain 0 = F 11
and therefore )) is equal to the matrix
since · 2 is invariant under permutation and x * , z ∈ ∆ we have
From rank(A 1 ) = r 1 we have that rank(B) = r 1 , and so σ r (B) = 0. From Proposition 2.7 it follows that σ r (J
Since from the hypothesis σ r (J F 1 (0)|F 1 (0)) > kδ and k > 1+( √ n+nγ)δ we obtain a contradiction.
If the RFA returns a non zero vectorx ∈ Q ε ∩ D then F (x) assumes small values; in particular, F (x) 2 is bounded by a function depending on the data tolerance as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 3.4. Letx be the output of the RFA applied to F ∈ C 2 (D) and H be the closed convex hull of the sequence of points computed by the RFA. If
Further, let ∆ be a closed convex set such that
Proof. Let h be the displacement computed in the last iteration of the RFA, that is let h satisfies
and H is a closed convex set, we express F (x) using the Taylor expansion of
The Low-degree Polynomial Algorithm
Given a set X ε of s distinct empirical points of R n in this paper we address the problem to determine a polynomial of P = R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] whose degree is bounded by the minimal degree of the elements of the vanishing ideal I(X) and whose affine variety exactly contains an admissible perturbation X * of X ε . In this section we present an algorithm that computes an admissible perturbation X of X ε and a polynomial f , whose degree is bounded by the minimal degree of the elements of I(X); since f has low degree and, by construction, assumes small values at X, it is a good candidate to be the solution to the addressed problem. In fact, if some simple additional hypotheses are satisfied, f turns out to be the polynomial we are looking for, as in Theorem 4.3 we prove that there exists an admissible perturbation X * , slightly differing from X, contained in the affine variety Z(f ).
As already pointed out in the Introduction a straightforward application of the Buchberger-Möller (BM) algorithm to empirical data provides unreliable results, because the problem of deciding whether a polynomial vanishes at the input points is very sensitive to perturbations. Nevertheless the strategy of the BM algorithm may be adapted to limited precision data; for instance the NBM and SOI algorithms ( [2] , [10] ) employ such an approach to compute polynomials which almost vanish at the input points. Also in this context we present a modified version of the BM algorithm.
The core of the BM algorithm is the stepwise construction of the monomial basis O of the quotient ring P/I(X) viewed as an R-vector space. Initially O comprises just the power product 1; at the generic iteration O = {t 1 , . . . , t ν } and, fixing a term ordering τ , the smallest t > τ t i , i = 1 . . . ν, is considered. If the evaluation vector t(X) is linearly dependent on the columns of the matrix M O (X), that is if
is the residual of the least squares problem M O (X)α(X) = t(X), then the polynomial t − ν i=1 α i (X)t i is formed and added to a basis, otherwise t is added to O.
We adapt the generic iteration of the BM algorithm to our case by replacing check (4.1) by ρ(X * ) = 0 for some admissible perturbation
If problem (4.2) admits solution then the polynomial f
* and X * are a solution we were looking for (by construction f * vanishes at X * ). Otherwise t is added to O. Analogously to the strategy used in [2] , in order to make problem (4.2) effectively solvable we express any admissible perturbation of X ε as a function of sn error variables e = (e 11 , . . . , e s1 , e 12 , . . . , e s2 , . . . , e 1n , . . . , e sn ), where each variable e kj represents the perturbation in the j-th coordinate of the specified value p k ∈ X. Specifically, a generic admissible perturbation X of X ε can be expressed as X = X(e) = {p 1 (e 1 ), . . . , p s (e s )} where for each k = 1 . . . s e k = (e k1 , . . . , e kn ) p k (e k ) = (p k1 + e k1 , p k2 + e k2 , . . . p kn + e kn ) and e k ∞ ≤ ε Using this formalization, X = X(e) is a function in the variables e with admissible domain Q ε = {e ∈ R sn : e ∞ ≤ ε}. It follows that α( X), ρ( X), and M O ( X) are functions of e, simply denoted by α(e), ρ(e) and M O (e); in particular ρ : R sn → R s is defined by
where α(e) = M O (e) † t(e). It follows that problem (4.2) is equivalent to determine whether
is full rank}. In [10] it is proved that the problem (4.4) has no solution if
where the absolute value of a matrix is the matrix consisting of the absolute values of its elements and the lower bound means that the relation holds componentwise. In our algorithm we employ such a result to study problem (4.4): we solve the underdetermined nonlinear system (4.4) only if condition (4.5) is not satisfied. Unfortunately, finding an exact solution of problem (4.4) can be computationally very hard: in fact the analytic expression of ρ(e) can be very hard to obtain and even when an explicit expression of ρ(e) is available, an exact solution e * of ρ(e) = 0 can be computed only in very few cases (specifically when n and s are small), while in general only an approximation of e * can be effectively determined. In our algorithm we approximate the solution of problem (4.4) using the results of Section 3; in particular, we design the The Low-degree Polynomial Algorithm following the frame of the BM algorithm and solving the nonlinear systems (4.4) using the RFA. LP2 Add to L those elements of {x 1 t, . . . , x n t} which are not multiples of elements of L. Let t = min τ (L) and delete it from L.
LP3 Chooseē = 0 and consider the residual function ρ defined in (4.3).
LP4 If ρ(0) satisfies condition (4.5) then
• add t to the list O and continue with step LP2; else • apply the RFA to ρ on Q ε ∩ D O with thresholds k and δ.
LP5 If the RFA returns NULL orē = 0 and h = 0 then • add t to the list O and continue with step LP2; else
We make a few observations on the LPA. At each iteration the domain D O of the residual function ρ contains the origin. In fact since the residuals computed at the previous iterations do not vanish at zero the matrix M O (0) is full rank. Further, at step LP4 each iteration of the RFA requires the evaluation of ρ and J ρ at a given point e. The value of ρ(e) is simply obtained by solving the numerical least squares problem M O (e)α(e) = t(e) and computing its residual. Proposition 6.1 illustrates how to compute each column of the Jacobian matrix J ρ (e) without passing through the explicit expression of the function ρ. Let ρ be the residual function computed during the last iteration of the LPA and H be the closed convex hull of the sequence of points computed by the RFA applied to ρ.
where r = rank δ,k (J ρ (0) | ρ(0)) and q(s, r) = r(s − r) + min(r, s − r). Further, let ∆ be a closed convex set such that
Proof. At each iteration either the algorithm computes the polynomial f and thus it stops, or a term t is added to O. We observe that this latter instruction can be executed at most s − 1 times; in fact when O contains s terms, that is when M O (0) becomes a square matrix, the residual vector ρ(0) is zero, and consequentlyē = 0, ρ(ē) = 0, and a polynomial f is computed. From the check of step LP5 obviously follows thatē
The residual function ρ ∈ C ∞ (D O ) since each of its components is a rational function defined in D O . The thesis follows from Theorem 3.4 applied to ρ and the equality f (X(ē)) = ρ(ē).
In the following theorem, under additional hypotheses on the polynomial f , output of the LPA, we prove that there exists an admissible perturbation X(e * ) of X ε contained in Z(f ); further, we provide an estimation of the distance between X(ē) and X(e * ) which is usually much smaller than ε.
Theorem 4.3. Let (ē, f, O) be the output of the LPA applied to X ε . For each i = 1 . . . s let f i : R n → R be the function defined by f i (e i ) = f (p i (e i )); let r i and R i be real positive numbers such that
then there exists e * such that the set X(e * ) is an admissible perturbation of X ε , f (X(e * )) = 0, and e
Now we apply Kantorovich theorem to f i on B(ē i , R i ) with t we have f (X(e * )) = 0. Furthermore, since the i-th element of X is p i = p i (0) and
< 1 and
we have that X(e * ) is an admissible perturbation of X ε . Finally, we have that e * −ē ∞ = max i e * i −ē i ∞ ≤ max i e * i −ē i 2 < max i R i < ε which concludes the proof.
Numerical examples
In this section we present some numerical examples to show the effectiveness of the LPA. We implemented the LPA and the RFA using the C++ language, the CoCoALib [6] , and some routines of GSL -GNU Scientific Library [12] ; all computations have been performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo processor (at 1.86 GHz). In all the examples the degree lexicographic term ordering with y < x is understood; furthermose the coordinates of the points and the coefficients of the polynomials are sometimes displayed as truncated decimals.
In Example 5.1 the LPA is applied to the set of points of Example 1.1 created by perturbing by less than 0.1 the coordinates of 10 points located on the parabola g = 0 where g = y 2 − x − 2y + 2. In contrast to the exact approach that provides a minimal degree polynomial of degree 4, the LPA detects the geometrical configuration given by a parabola.
Example 5.1. Let X ⊂ R 2 be the set of points given in Example 1.1, let ε = 0.1, δ = 2ε and k = 2. The LPA applied to X ε performs three iterations. At the first two iterations the terms t = y and t = x are analyzed: since in both cases condition (4.5) is satisfied the set O = {1, y, x} is constructed. During the third iteration the term t = y 2 is considered: at step LP4 the RFA applied to the current residual function ρ returnsē ∈ Q ε ∩D O , therefore at step LP5 a polynomial f is computed (see Figure 1) , and the algorithm stops with the following output: The set X(ē) is an admissible perturbation of X ε ; we can consider the polynomial f almost vanishing at X(ē) since f (X(ē)) 2 / f < 2 · 10 −5 . We apply Theorem 4.3 to this example and report the values of R i , χ i and |f i (ē i )| in the following table. Since for each i the inequality (4.6) is satisfied, we conclude that there exists e * such that X(e * ) is an admissible perturbation of X ε , f (X(e * )) = 0 and e * −ē ∞ < 0.0935. The NBM algorithm as well as the SOI algorithm (available in [6] ) applied to X ε detect the same support of f , since they compute the polynomial h = y 2 − 1.0041x − 2.0089y + 2.1287 which almost vanishes at X. Nevertheless h is not a solution to our problem: in fact, h = 0 (the dashed line in Figure 2 ) contains no admissible perturbation of X ε since it does not cross the ε-neighborhood of the first point of X.
In the following example a fairly large set of points of R 5 is considered. Let ε = 0.1, δ = 2ε and k = 2; the LPA applied to X ε performs 11 iterations in a computational time of 24 seconds. During the 11th iteration the term t = x 2 4 is considered and the outputē, f , O is returned, where ē ∞ = 0.0789
The set X(ē) is an admissible perturbation of X ε ; we can consider the polynomial f almost vanishing at X(ē) since f (X(ē)) 2 / f ≈ 3.42 · 10 −4 . We apply Theorem 4.3 to this example; since for each i the inequality (4.6) is satisfied, we conclude that there exists e * such that X(e * ) is an admissible perturbation of X ε , f (X(e * )) = 0 and e * −ē ∞ < 0.097. We observe that the minimum of the degrees of the polynomials of I(X) is 3, and this does not suggest that the points of X lie close to the variety Z(g).
On the contrary, since the coefficients of f differ only slightly from the corresponding coefficients of g, the LPA allows us to recover the "approximate" geometrical configuration of X.
The following example (taken from [7] ) is different from the standard cases deriving from the analysis of real-world phenomena. It points out that the LPA has various possibilities of applications; in this case it is employed to obtain the numerical implicitization of a parametric curve.
Example 5.3. We consider the parametric equations for a Bézier curve: −4 , δ = 2ε and k = 2; the LPA applied to X ε performs 9 iterations. During the first 8 iterations condition (4.5) is satisfied, and the set O = {1, y, x, y 2 , xy, x 2 , y 3 , xy 2 , x 2 y} is constructed. During the 9-th iteration the term t = x 3 is considered: at step LP4 the RFA applied to the current residual function ρ returnsē 1 ∈ Q ε ∩ D O , therefore at step LP5 a polynomial f 1 is computed, and the algorithm stops with the output: Note that the coefficients of f 1 and g are very close to each other; nevertheless, an even better result can be obtained by taking into account the exact information that the Bézier curve g = 0 vanishes at the origin. To this aim we impose that the constant term of the polynomial computed by the LPA is zero; under this assumption and using the above values for the parameters ε, δ, k, the LPA applied to X ε stops withē 2 , f 2 , O, wherē We observe that f 2 is better than f 1 because its coefficients provide an even closer approximation of the coefficients of g, and its support and the support of g are the same.
Deriving componentwise each side of M can be different to zero: they are equal to ∂ i t(p k (e k )) and to (∂ i t 1 (p k (e k )) . . . ∂ i t m (p k (e k ))) respectively.
